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Writing for El Hogar in 1928, the prolific short- story writer and jour-
nalist Horacio Quiroga condemned Buenos Aires film productions. In 
his view, local film, “in the best cases, [comprises] a melodrama handled 
with the least tact possible[;] a poem of unsophisticated sensibility equiv-
alent to what is represented in many of our tango songs.”1 Ten years 
earlier, a journalist had deemed films produced in Santiago de Chile 
regressive because they were too melodramatic. “Modern cinematog-
raphy excludes melodramatic themes,” he contended.2 For both critics, 
melodrama exceeded the boundaries of good taste. It did not accord 
with present times. And yet it abounded in film and other popular media. 
As these two examples show, early Latin American film critics lobbed the 
term melodrama at films in pejorative descriptions. Without truly giving 
melodrama its due, other critics would grant some qualities to this nar-
rative mode. The year the renowned nineteenth- century Argentine novel 
Amalia premiered in film (1914), another El Hogar critic—referring to 
Ponson du Terail’s popular serial novels—claimed: “Finally, Rocambo-
lesque melodrama has been resuscitated.” In his terms, melodrama “is 
interesting, moving, inspires passion”—but, as he makes clear, is—“for 
the imbeciles.”3 Such derisive columns sought to elevate film critics over 
films and readership, even as they hinted at tastemakers’ earnest interest 
in the ubiquity of melodrama. Quiroga, for instance, later acknowledged 
that in barrio film theaters, “The taste for the naturalness of the scene 
[la naturalidad escénica], filtered now even to small newspaper vendors, 
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Of a hundred proletarians, ninety ignore who is Karl Marx. 
But ninety can tell you in what style Rudolph Valentino 
gives a kiss.
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is the greatest cultural conquest cinema has achieved among us.”4 There 
was something to be learned from melodrama after all, Quiroga sug-
gests: through melodrama, spectators developed the ability to discern 
nuances in cinematic language and mise- en- scène.5

Southern Cone critics were not unique in chronicling melodrama’s 
effects on spectatorial connoisseurship. Witty commentary regard-
ing film formulae and spectatorial response could also be found in 
Bogotá, Colombia. In 1917, a critic observed that “the cinema public 
is domesticating itself.”6 Not without sarcasm, he stressed filmic melo-
drama’s capacity to modernize local spectators, recording how, at first, 
spectators were astounded by on- screen kisses, “so intense they could 
straighten up the hairs of a peach,” but then they quickly “learned the 
schools: Gaumont brand kisses, Pathé brand, Nordisk. Italian school 
embraces, sighs Bertini brand. . . . In brief, the whole range of twentieth- 
century loving [amatoria].”7 This discriminating ability—the skill to 
single out erotic conventions specific to different production compa-
nies on a transnational level—reveals how the avid consumption of new 
mass cultural products, mainly the illustrated press and the cinema, led 
to an elaborate understanding of films. The critic also acknowledges 
how moving images registered changes in the public sphere, making 
new forms of sociability visible. According to these early critics, cinema 
naturalized new, hair- raising practices in the spectator’s everyday life.

As these varied accounts of melodrama and modern change indi-
cate, cinema spread unevenly throughout Latin America during the 
silent period. That filmmaking was an “artisanal” endeavor in certain 
regions,8 while a thriving industry in others—and that film distribution 
and exhibition also varied considerably—complicates any overarching 
analysis aspiring to relate melodrama to diverse experiences of moder-
nity in Latin America. The artisanal, “an important category of uniniti-
ated and autodidactic culture- making,”9 foregrounds the role of many 
filmmaking pioneers in Latin America: the “part who had no part” in 
the perceptual coordinates of their communities and who, through the 
cinema, entered the modern political pact, the pact of representation.10 
Contrasting examples—from different regions and cities—reveal how 
new ways of being and new practices sprung from radical changes 
gained visual saliency through filmic melodrama. In film, melodrama 
procured sites of intelligibility to both register and make sense of mod-
ern change. It recorded technologic and infrastructural achievements, 
signaled the emergence of new forms of sociability, and rearticulated 
private and public spheres. Of course, melodrama conferred visibility 
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on certain aspects of Latin American modernities while concealing 
others. Such play between visibilities and invisibilities was not without 
complications. This book examines the heuristic function melodrama 
performed during the silent period and how it delineated ways to relate 
to—and inhabit—modern change.

Here, melodrama serves as the shorthand for melodramatic regime, 
a point of convergence for seeing and doing that yields a revelatory 
imperative.11 By reading melodrama in terms of a visual regime—the 
historical rearrangement of subject matter and access to representa-
tion12—this book explores how it affected the mechanics of public 
participation and induced new forms of political subjectivity during 
the silent period, as it visualized and shaped the social arena of urban 
modernity. The case studies herein expound on the way Latin American 
silent films and silent film culture speak to the issues of visibility and 
invisibility for emergent social groups or actors. This question of repre-
sentation has theoretical and political implications. The processes asso-
ciated with modernity and cinema unfolded differently in each of the 
contexts under study. Cumulatively, the cases under scrutiny posit the 
ideological flexibility of melodrama and its textual maneuvers. As we 
shall see, melodrama can be—and has been—mobilized for both liberal 
and illiberal ends, as it reveals and conceals social inequities.

This book builds on recent work in film and media studies, particu-
larly film history, that invites us to think transnationally.13 Taking film 
culture as a key critical category for understanding the convergence of 
urban environments, the popular press, cinematic melodrama, and con-
tested notions of urban space—within and across national contexts—
this book proposes avenues of research germane for Latin American 
film studies and beyond. It draws connections between film cultures in 
the Americas and redeploys theoretical and methodological concepts 
relevant to film studies scholarship in diverse contexts. Traveling north 
through multiple cities—from Buenos Aires to Los Angeles—Struggles 
for Recognition explicates the complex relations melodrama estab-
lished with differing processes of modernization. In so doing, it traces 
how established and emergent social actors harnessed melodrama to 
reshuffle their social positions in the contested sites of urban moder-
nity. Studying multiple urban sites in which melodrama functioned in 
remarkably distinct ways allows for a productive historical reevaluation 
of both melodrama and modernity.

To study the relationships between melodrama and modernity in 
transnational contexts requires definitions of both terms, however. For, 
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as Ben Singer duly notes, both modernity and melodrama belong “high 
up on any list of big, vague concepts that—despite their semantic sprawl, 
or perhaps because of it—continually reward critical inquiry.”14

Meanings of Modernity

In early twentieth- century Latin America, modern was a fraught term, 
to be sure. Flourished by diverse social actors—in public lectures, the 
press, and moving images—this new byword served diverse agendas. 
Modernidad (modernity) was not widely used in Latin America until the 
late twentieth century, when it consistently circulated in debates about 
postmodernity.15 The adjective moderno, on the contrary, appeared often 
in the works of intellectuals throughout the nineteenth century and, at 
least in urban areas, “became ubiquitous” in printed media from the 
early twentieth century onward.16 As early as 1900, illustrated periodi-
cals such as Caras y Caretas (1898–1939) and Revista Cromos (1916–
present) introduced photographic sections on the material progress of 
“Buenos Aires moderno” and “Bogotá moderno,” respectively. Harness-
ing the novel technologies of the rotary press and the halftone printing 
process—which allowed for reproducing photographs—reflected radi-
cal changes proper to many Latin American urban spaces. Urbanization 
and commercialization caused a new density of downtown congestion, 
along with new social dynamics between city center and neighborhoods 
shaped by (inter)national migration. These new, heterogeneous societies 
lent a sense of fragmentation to urban space that was further compli-
cated by the expansion of public transportation, city traffic, and new 
ways of visual marketing. Periodicals depicted a fast- paced daily life, a 
contemporary way of being that was both threatening and exciting (see 
figure 1). Catering to an ever- growing readership, newspapers and illus-
trated magazines pictured urban experience as overstimulating.

These experiences and descriptions closely resonated with aspects of 
the new urban experience in Europe (or the United States)—namely, 
“the intensification of emotional life due to the swift and continuous 
shift of external and internal stimuli” that German sociologist Georg 
Simmel describes in his 1903 essay “The Metropolis and Mental Life.”17 
Evoking Simmel’s account of European urban modernization, many 
Latin American publications described urban living as an intensified 
sensorial experience at once menacing and alluring. A Buenos Aires 
film trade journal saw urban stimuli as an imminent threat: “We live 




